
What is Health?!

Introduction to Health & Wellness



Activity:

1. Turn to the person next to you & come up with THREE WORDS that you & your partner believe 

are synonymous with the word health.

2. Share- one person in each pair should write the three words your group came up with on the board.

3. Discuss- class discussion using these terms
a. What words were used the most often? Why?
b. Why do you think these words are synonymous with the word health?
c. Why is it important to learn about health?
d. What words can you think of would be the opposite of health?



Health- Defined

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as

“A state of complete physical, mental, and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of disease.”



Physical Health 

Physical Fitness:

“Your ability to carry out tasks without undue fatigue”

What is fatigue?

-Extreme tiredness, often resulting from physical or mental exertion or 

illness



Physical Health

In what ways can we stay physically healthy?!

Examples:



Mental Health 

Defined:

“Level of psychological well-being or an absence of mental illness”

In what ways can we promote a healthy mental state of being?!



Social Health

Defined:

“Your ability to form satisfying interpersonal 
relationships with others” & “relates to your ability to 
adapt comfortably to different social situations and act 
appropriately in a variety of settings.”



Influences on Health

-Heredity

-Environment

-Culture

-Media

-Technology

-Healthcare

-Behavior



Heredity

“The passing of physical or mental characteristics from one generation to 
another”

Examples?



Environment

Defined as:

The physical & social conditions that surround a person.

Physical Example: Pollution

Social Example: Learning basic health lessons, like washing hands & brushing teeth



Culture

“Beliefs and patterns of behavior that are shared by a 
group of people”

Foods we eat; amount of exercise we do; do we believe in medicines?; other examples?



Media

Forms of entertainment/socialization

How can the media be BAD/NEGATIVE for health?

How can the media be GOOD/POSITIVE for health?



Technology

-Medical technological advancements

-Internet/spread of information 



Healthcare

Your health can be influenced by the type of healthcare that is available to you, or by the lack of 

healthcare available to  you.

Insurance?

Where is the service available? 

What types of services are available?

Access to emergency facilities/specialists?



Behavior

Engaging in RISKY vs. SAFE behaviors can negatively or positively affect your physical AND mental 

health!!

Goal Setting can help to change negative behaviors. 



Longevity & Health

Longevity is how long a person will live, in other words, their life span.

A person’s health and longevity are directly related.  How?!



Longevity Activity



Teens & Health

Write down what you believe to be the top reasons of teenage death in America.

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/adolescent-health.htm

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-are-deaths-among-u-s-kids-teens-on-the-rise/

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/adolescent-health.htm
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-are-deaths-among-u-s-kids-teens-on-the-rise/

